SUMMER 2017
DETAILED 300- AND 400-LEVEL COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
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Interim
EN 311

Special Topics in Literature

TBA

Hodo

Broken Soldiers, Vigilantes & Freaks:
Examining the Modern Comics Hero in Print & on the Screen
Emerging from the social tensions of WWII, comic book heroes have long been a part of
American culture. These heroes’ original purpose was to stand as paragons of virtue and hope for
a troubled people: however, the characteristics and motives of these powerful beings have
changed over time. This course will explore the characteristics of the modern superhero (1970s –
present). We will discuss the changing values, attitudes, and portrayals of the hero and what it
means to be heroic. We will read four graphic novels including DC’s Identity Crisis and
Marvel’s Civil War. There will also be in class viewings of selected episodes from various
television series adapted from comic books such as Smallville, Luke Cage, The Walking Dead
and more.

Term I
EN 309-050

Adv. Expository Writing

MTWRF 12:00-1:45

Popova

English 309, an advanced writing workshop, aims to help student writers who want additional
expository writing instruction after English 101 and 102. Class members will analyze their
writing strengths and weaknesses, set goals for improving their writing and work on practical
writing assignments depending partly on their majors or fields of interest. Students will study
and practice advanced techniques of effective expository prose, including explanation, logic and
persuasion, analysis, evaluation, and stylistic sophistication.
EN 319-050

Technical Writing

MTWRF 10:00-11:45

Dayton

Focuses on principles and practices of technical writing, including audience analysis,
organization and planning, information design and style, usability testing, and collaborative
writing. Special emphasis will be placed on composing instructions, various kinds of reporting
such as investigative and feasibility studies, document design for technical presentations,
proposals and collaborative composition.
EN 329-050

Directed Studies

TBA

TBA

Prerequisite: Enrollment only by previous arrangement with a specific instructor and with the
permission of the director of undergraduate English studies.
EN 408-050

Adv. Creative Writing

MTWRF 2:00-3:45

Staples

Marianne Moore once famously said that poetry has "imaginary gardens with real toads in them."
In this course, we will adventure with each other into our imaginative landscapes, cultivating
singular literary creations through conversation with other writers, both living and dead. Texts
will include an anthology of contemporary poetry and several related full-length collections by
established and emerging writers. #toadilyadvanced
Prerequisites: EN 200 and EN 301 and EN 303.
EN 429-050

Directed Readings

TBA

TBA

Prerequisite: Enrollment only by previous arrangement with a specific instructor and with the
permission of the director of undergraduate English studies.

Term II
EN 309-100

Adv. Expository Writing

MTWRF 10:00-11:45

Popova

English 309, an advanced writing workshop, aims to help student writers who want additional
expository writing instruction after English 101 and 102. Class members will analyze their
writing strengths and weaknesses, set goals for improving their writing and work on practical
writing assignments depending partly on their majors or fields of interest. Students will study
and practice advanced techniques of effective expository prose, including explanation, logic and
persuasion, analysis, evaluation, and stylistic sophistication.
EN 319-100

Technical Writing

MTWRF 10:00-11:45

Buck

Focuses on principles and practices of technical writing, including audience analysis,
organization and planning, information design and style, usability testing, and collaborative
writing. Special emphasis will be placed on composing instructions, various kinds of reporting
such as investigative and feasibility studies, document design for technical presentations,
proposals and collaborative composition.
EN 329-100

Directed Studies

TBA

TBA

Prerequisite: Enrollment only by previous arrangement with a specific instructor and with the
permission of the director of undergraduate English studies.
EN 333-100

Shakespeare

MTWRF 2:00-3:45

McConnell

Introduction to Shakespeare's plays. Various aspects of Elizabethan life and customs; philosophy
and politics; history and psychology are also examined as they relate to the drama.
EN 408-100

Adv. Creative Writing

MTWRF 10:00-11:45

Reyes

Special topics in imaginative writing. Focus may be on poetry, fiction, non-fiction or a
combination. Students produce imaginative writing and read related texts.
Prerequisites: EN 200 and EN 301 and EN 303.
EN 429-100

Directed Readings

TBA

TBA

Prerequisite: Enrollment only by previous arrangement with a specific instructor and with the
permission of the director of undergraduate English studies.
EN 455-100

Adv. Studies in Writing

MTWRF 2:00-3:45

Robinson

Designed for advanced English majors, a special topics course that focuses on the process of
writing. The forms this writing may take include, but are not limited to, film, creative nonfiction, autobiography, and local color.

Study Abroad
EN 311-801 / 422

Special Topics in Literature

Study Abroad—Oxford

C. Smith

“‘Black Sails’ and The ‘Real’ Pirates of the Caribbean”
Perhaps no counterculture in world history stimulates the modern imagination more than does
piracy. From the recent series Black Sails on the cable network Starz and the ever popular
Disney blockbuster franchise Pirates of the Caribbean to modern-day pirates attacking vessels off
the coast of Somalia, images of pirate culture abound. I propose a course, then, that will ask
students to draw relationships between our modern-day fascination with pirates and some of the
original manifestations of piracy, focusing especially on English piracy in the Caribbean in the
17th and 18th centuries. In the course, students will interrogate questions such as the following:
Who were the real pirates of the Caribbean and how did they differ from buccaneers and
privateers? What place did they occupy in English social circles? What made theirs a “counter”
culture? To what/whom exactly were they counter? What was life like for pirates? Laws?
Customs? Diet? Conditions aboard the ship and off? Why would anyone want to be a pirate –
both in the past and present? Why, today, do we have such a fascination with this historical
counterculture? In addition to the above points of inquiry, we will examine pirate iconography –
the black flag, eye patches, swords, and parrots. We will look for the origins of these icons in
primary English texts written in the 17th and 18th centuries. To what extent is Johnnie Depp’s
portrayal of Jack Sparrow beholden to historical accounts? And how much of the character is the

product of present-day pirate mythology? For those pirates raiding the Indian Ocean off the coast
of Somalia, are they channeling a historical European counterculture of piracy? Or something
else? We will screen episodes of the Starz television series and the Disney movies. We will read
materials from current periodicals about pirate activity in the Indian Ocean, and we will read
primary documents written in the 18th century by pirates and English officials, whose policies
toward pirates vacillated between rewarding them and punishing them – as suited the needs at
any given time of the English crown in the 17th and 18th centuries. Texts will include: Sir
Francis Drake Revived (1629), excerpts from The Buccaneers of America (1684) by Alexandre
Exquemelin and excerpts from A General History of the Robberies and Murders of the Most
Notorious Pyrates (1724) by Charles Johnson
EN 362-800

Topics in British Lit 1900-1945

Study Abroad—Ireland

TBA

A cross-genre survey of major literary figures, critical movements, historical events, and
significant texts within the first half of the twentieth century in Britain. Authors may include
Joseph Conrad, Bernard Shaw, W.B. Yeats, Virginia Woolf, James Joyce, Katherine Mansfield,
and T.S. Eliot.
EN 408-801

Adv. Creative Writing

Study Abroad—Ireland

TBA

Special topics in imaginative writing. Focus may be on poetry, fiction, non-fiction or a
combination. Students produce imaginative writing and read related texts.
Prerequisites: EN 200 and EN 301 and EN 303.
EN 422-800

Adv. Studies in American Lit

Study Abroad—Oxford

TBA

Designed for advanced English majors, a special topics course that focuses on issues in
American literature.
EN 433-802

Adv. Studies in British Lit

Study Abroad—Ireland

TBA

Designed for advanced English majors, a special topics course that focuses on issues in British
literature.
EN 444 /WS 410 /AAST 413

Adv. Studies Lit Criticism & Theory

Study Abroad

Purvis

Based at Liverpool John Moores University in the vibrant port city of Liverpool, England, named
European Capital of Culture in 2008 and frequently voted the U.K.’s “friendliest city,” this
course examines regional “othering” that positions the U.S. South and U.K. North as
“backwards,” “provincial,” or otherwise inferior within these two national frameworks. Through
collaborative learning, students will explore the geographical and affective connection of the
U.K. North to histories of enslavement and other modalities of oppression; interrogate
regionalisms; and examine the workings of intersectionality concerning subjects such as race,
region, and LGBTQ issues in Europe. Liverpool’s theatres, galleries, museums, parks, concert
halls, shops, and restaurants are easily accessible, and the course will provide opportunities for
students to experience local music, art, and history, as well as museums, archives, tours, lectures,
and historical sites in Manchester and London. The course combines these excursions with

scholarly content in the classroom, including guest lectures from U.K.-based academics,
activists, and community organizers.
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